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	DATA




SAGE ingests, curates, and distributes geoscience data

SAGE provides management of, and access to, observed and derived data for the global earth science community.

This includes ground motion, atmospheric, infrasonic, magnetotelluric, strain, hydrological, and hydroacoustic data.




DATA AT SAGE

	Types of Observational Data
	Derived Data Products


DATA INGESTION

	Submitting Data to SAGE
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	Data Tool Matrix
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DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE

	SAGE Authored Software
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SUPPORT
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	INSTRUMENTATION




SAGE operates, provides, and maintains geoscience instrumentation

SAGE facilitates seismological and geophysical research by operating and maintaining open geophysical networks and providing portable instrumentation for user-driven experiments.

Instrumentation support includes engineering services, training, logistics, and best practices in equipment usage.

All data collected with SAGE instrumentation are made freely and openly available.




Permanent Networks

	Global Seismographic Network (GSN)


Portable Instrumentation
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	Ocean Bottom Seismic Instrument Pool (OBSIP)
	EarthScope Project
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	EDUCATION




SAGE provides a wide range of education, workforce, and outreach resources

Our mission is to advance awareness and understanding of seismology and earth science while inspiring careers in geophysics.
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	Wave Visualizations
	View Seismograms









	ABOUT




Established in 2018, NSF’s Seismological Facility for the Advancement of Geoscience (SAGE) is a distributed, multi-user national facility operated by EarthScope that provides state of-the-art seismic and related geophysical instrumentation and services to support research and education in the geosciences.
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Manuals

                  

                  
                  

                  
                    
  
    The following packages have online manuals.
    You can also view different manual
    categories.
  


  
    
      
        
          
            AutoDRM Service
          
        

      

      
        Categories:
          
            
              
                APIs and Toolkits
              
            
            , 
              
                Data Access
              
            
            , 
              
                Data Collection Utilities
              
            
            , 
              
                Data Extraction
              
            
            , 
              
                Processing Programs
              
            
        

      

      
        
          	AutoDRM data formats provide a common format for data and data product exchange. The data formats all contain ASCII options that allow the exchange of information via email (even for waveforms). Waveforms in binary format may also be sent using the AutoDRM message format, but the transmission of data messages with binary information must be via FTP.

        
      

    

    

  
    
      
        
          
            BREQ_FAST
          
        

      

      
        Categories:
          
            
              
                Data Access
              
            
            , 
              
                Data Extraction
              
            
        

      

      
        
          	Batch access to the IRIS DMC archive can be obtained by electronically mailing a specially formatted file to the IRIS DMC in Seattle. These are BREQ_FAST files and provide a base level access to the DMC needed by any user.

        
      

    

    

  
    
      
        
          
            BUD
          
        

      

      
        Categories:
          
        

      

      
        
          	The Buffer of Uniform Data (BUD) concept was created to provide a single point of entry into the DMC for (real time) data from disparate sources. Data flowing out of the BUD system include data from SPYDER®. An AutoDRM link is being developed and the BUD file system is available to others who may want to take advantage of this system.

        
      

    

    

  
    
      
        
          
            evalresp
          
        

      

      
        Categories:
          
            
              
                SEED Readers
              
            
            , 
              
                SEED Response Evaluation Tools
              
            
            , 
              
                SEED Tools
              
            
        

      

      
        
          	evalresp can be used to calculate either the complex spectral response or the frequency-amplitude-phase response for a specified station or set of stations, channel or channels, and network, for a specified date, time and frequency, using the SEED ASCII response (RESP) files produced by the program rdseed as input.

        
      

    

    

  
    
      
        
          
            ewexport_plugin
          
        

      

      
        Categories:
          
            
              
                SeedLink Utilities
              
            
        

      

      
        
          	Earthworm export server (TCP/IP)

        
      

    

    

  
    
      
        
          
            Google Earth Files
          
        

      

      
        Categories:
          
            
              
                Data Access
              
            
            , 
              
                Plotting and Display
              
            
        

      

      
        
          	Google Earth combines the power of Google Search with satellite imagery, maps, terrain and 3D buildings to put the world’s geographic information at your fingertips. Using the IRIS Google Map Service, you can create custom maps based on IRIS DMC metadata.

        
      

    

    

  
    
      
        
          
            irisFetch.m
          
        

      

      
        Categories:
          
            
              
                Plotting and Display
              
            
        

      

      
        
          	A MATLAB® interface to the IRIS archive

        
      

    

    

  
    
      
        
          
            IRIS-WS
          
        

      

      
        Categories:
          
            
              
                APIs and Toolkits
              
            
        

      

      
        
          	Access station, event, and time series (waveform) data from IRIS using the Java Web Service Library.

        
      

    

    

  
    
      
        
          
            JPlotResp
          
        

      

      
        Categories:
          
            
              
                SEED Response Evaluation Tools
              
            
        

      

      
        
          	JPlotResp is a graphically-oriented Java program for processing and plotting the response information from ASCII “RESP” files generated by rdseed (V4.16 and above) or station.xml formatted files.  JPlotResp is also capable of fetching and processing responses from web-services servers.  The program searches for one or more responses that match a user-specified station (or set of stations), channel (or set of channels), network and date/time value.  The output of the responses is then calculated for a user-specified set of frequencies, resulting in a list of amplitude/phase values that may be written to files or plotted.  Lists of complex-spectra values may also be written to output files.

        
      

    

    

  
    
      
        
          
            Jrdseed
          
        

      

      
        Categories:
          
            
              
                SEED Readers
              
            
            , 
              
                SEED Tools
              
            
        

      

      
        
          	A Java port of our classic rdseed application.

        
      

    

    

  
    
      
        
          
            JWEED
          
        

      

      
        Categories:
          
            
              
                Data Access
              
            
            , 
              
                Data Extraction
              
            
            , 
              
                Plotting and Display
              
            
            , 
              
                Web Service Client
              
            
        

      

      
        
          	JWEED is a Java client that is compatible with the web services offered at IRIS DMC and data centers supporting the FDSN Web Services protocol. JWEED has been tested on recent Mac, Linux, and Windows operating systems and should run fine with Oracle’s Java 7 or later.

        
      

    

    

  
    
      
        
          
            libslink
          
        

      

      
        Categories:
          
            
              
                SeedLink Utilities
              
            
        

      

      
        
          	Provide all needed functionality for communicating with a SeedLink server in a generalized way.

        
      

    

    

  
    
      
        
          
            MDA
          
        

      

      
        Categories:
          
            
              
                Data Access
              
            
            , 
              
                Data Center Utilities
              
            
        

      

      
        
          	The MetaData Aggregator (MDA) returns metadata summaries from the IRIS DMC database including data availability and links to further services.

        
      

    

    

  
    
      
        
          
            mseed2sac
          
        

      

      
        Categories:
          
            
              
                Conversion Programs
              
            
        

      

      
        
          	Convert miniSEED data to SAC format.

        
      

    

    

  
    
      
        
          
            NetDC
          
        

      

      
        Categories:
          
            
              
                Data Access
              
            
            , 
              
                Data Collection Utilities
              
            
            , 
              
                Data Extraction
              
            
        

      

      
        
          	NetDC is a data request system that allows a user to request seismological information from multiple data centers through a single email form. Information is delivered to the user through email and FTP in a uniform digital or text format.

        
      

    

    

  
    
      
        
          
            NetDC Protocol
          
        

      

      
        Categories:
          
            
              
                APIs and Toolkits
              
            
            , 
              
                Data Access
              
            
            , 
              
                Data Collection Utilities
              
            
            , 
              
                Data Extraction
              
            
            , 
              
                Processing Programs
              
            
        

      

      
        
          	Detailed technical manual for the Networked Data Centers (NetDC) protocol.

        
      

    

    

  
    
      
        
          
            orbplugin
          
        

      

      
        Categories:
          
            
              
                SeedLink Utilities
              
            
        

      

      
        
          	This is a SeedLink plugin to grab data from an Antelope ORB.

        
      

    

    

  
    
      
        
          
            PDCC_3-0
          
        

      

      
        Categories:
          
            
              
                Data Center Utilities
              
            
            , 
              
                Data Collection Utilities
              
            
        

      

      
        
          	The Portable Data Collection Centers (PDCC) software has reached its third iteration of release. The mission of the PDCC project has been to provide network operators a portable software facility for managing seismic network data and metadata. It is also intended to provide a suite of tools for producing SEED volumes for data distribution as well as provide support for other data formats.

        
      

    

    

  
    
      
        
          
            PDCC_3-8
          
        

      

      
        Categories:
          
            
              
                Data Center Utilities
              
            
            , 
              
                Data Collection Utilities
              
            
        

      

      
        
          	The Portable Data Collection Centers (PDCC) software has reached its third iteration of release. The mission of the PDCC project has been to provide network operators a portable software facility for managing seismic network data and metadata. It is also intended to provide a suite of tools for producing SEED volumes for data distribution as well as provide support for other data formats.

        
      

    

    

  
    
      
        
          
            POD
          
        

      

      
        Categories:
          
            
              
                Conversion Programs
              
            
            , 
              
                Data Center Utilities
              
            
            , 
              
                Data Extraction
              
            
            , 
              
                Processing Programs
              
            
            , 
              
                SEED Readers
              
            
            , 
              
                SEED Tools
              
            
        

      

      
        
          	pod is a program that was originally called output and was written by Mark Wiederspahn. Its function is to produce a SEED (Standard for the Exchange of Earthquake Data) volume from a set of waveform files, their associated station/channel descriptions and response information.

        
      

    

    

  
    
      
        
          
            PQLX
          
        

      

      
        Categories:
          
            
              
                Plotting and Display
              
            
        

      

      
        
          	PQLX (PASSCAL Quick Look eXtended) is open-source software authored by Richard Boaz (Boaz Consultancy ) for evaluating seismic station performance and data quality. The software primarily consists of a server and client but also includes data extraction and migration tools. Given waveform data and instrument response files, PQLX server calculates trace statistics, Power Spectral Densities (PSD), and Probability Density Functions (PDF) and writes the results to a MySQL database for quick access.

        
      

    

    

  
    
      
        
          
            rdseed
          
        

      

      
        Categories:
          
            
              
                Conversion Programs
              
            
            , 
              
                Data Extraction
              
            
            , 
              
                SeedLink Utilities
              
            
            , 
              
                SEED Readers
              
            
            , 
              
                SEED Tools
              
            
        

      

      
        
          	rdseed reads and interprets Standard for Exchange of Earthquake Data (SEED) files. This is the format defined by the Federation of Digital Seismographic Networks (FDSN) to represent seismic data.

        
      

    

    

  
    
      
        
          
            SAC
          
        

      

      
        Categories:
          
            
              
                Conversion Programs
              
            
            , 
              
                Data Access
              
            
            , 
              
                Plotting and Display
              
            
            , 
              
                Processing Programs
              
            
        

      

      
        
          	SAC (Seismic Analysis Code), previously SAC2000, is a general-purpose interactive program designed for the study of sequential signals, especially time-series data. Emphasis has been placed on analysis tools used by research seismologists in the detailed study of seismic events.

        
      

    

    

  
    
      
        
          
            slarchive
          
        

      

      
        Categories:
          
            
              
                SeedLink Utilities
              
            
        

      

      
        
          	Connect to a SeedLink server, requests data streams and writes received packets into directory/file structures.

        
      

    

    

  
    
      
        
          
            slink2ew
          
        

      

      
        Categories:
          
            
              
                SeedLink Utilities
              
            
        

      

      
        
          	Transfer data from SeedLink to EarthWorm protocol.

        
      

    

    

  
    
      
        
          
            slink2orb
          
        

      

      
        Categories:
          
            
              
                SeedLink Utilities
              
            
        

      

      
        
          	Transfer data from SeedLink to an Antelope ORB protocol.

        
      

    

    

  
    
      
        
          
            slinktool
          
        

      

      
        Categories:
          
            
              
                SeedLink Utilities
              
            
        

      

      
        
          	SeedLink client for data stream inspection, data collection and server testing.

        
      

    

    

  
    
      
        
          
            SOD
          
        

      

      
        Categories:
          
            
              
                Conversion Programs
              
            
            , 
              
                Data Access
              
            
            , 
              
                Data Extraction
              
            
        

      

      
        
          	SOD is a program that automates tedious data selection, downloading, and routine processing tasks in seismology.

        
      

    

    

  
    
      
        
          
            TauP
          
        

      

      
        Categories:
          
            
              
                Processing Programs
              
            
        

      

      
        
          	The TauP Toolkit is a seismic travel time calculator. In addition to travel times, it can calculate derivative information such as ray paths through the earth, pierce and turning points.

        
      

    

    

  
    
      
        
          
            VASE
          
        

      

      
        Categories:
          
            
              
                Data Extraction
              
            
        

      

      
        
          	VASE is a Java-based client application designed for viewing and extracting seismic waveforms from the DHI waveform repositories.

        
      

    

    

  
    
      
        
          
            WEED
          
        

      

      
        Categories:
          
            
              
                Data Extraction
              
            
        

      

      
        
          	WEED is an X-windows program which presents the user with an easy-to-use interface for selecting events and stations and then computes travel times from events to stations.

        
      

    

    

  
    
      
        
          
            Wilber 3
          
        

      

      
        Categories:
          
            
              
                Data Access
              
            
            , 
              
                Data Center Utilities
              
            
        

      

      
        
          	A web tool for selecting and retrieving timeseries data based on an event.

        
      

    

    

  


                  


                

              


            


    
    
  
    
      
    SAGE Facility has been
    
      certified as a trustworthy data repository
    by the CoreTrustSeal Standards and Certification Board
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        The SAGE Facility is operated by EarthScope Consortium via funding from the National Science Foundation
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